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Abstract. This paper describes theory (systemic structural model) of learning
activity in the virtual reality, as well as demonstrates (on experimental data) in
psychophysiological regulation of the cognitive activity in VR. Understanding
of these changes can be used for learning improvement using VR environment
regards the interrelationship between the structure and self-regulation of learning
activity, avoiding potential cybersickness.
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1 Introduction

It is recognized that virtual reality (VR) is a type of the synthetic learning/training
environment [1]. VR gadgets can be autonomous or network-connected, and human
work and life acquire new features in e-World [2]. As a result, new ergonomic ques-
tions in e-World need more specific ergonomic tasks to be solved [3]. At the same time,
it is necessary to take into account that human cognitive opportunities can vary from
day to day depending on his/her functional state and fitness-for-work, that needs in
mutual adaptation of a human and the system, including a learning system [4]. Such
changes can influence human ability to adapt in a particular work/learning environ-
ment, to perceive and to conceive new information, use it, get knowledge and skills,
and prevent its inefficiency [5], including cloud technologies [6].

This challenge can be especially acute for VR in education, because of number of
questions that are waiting for answer up to date:

• the main types of training/education guidance and in what way can immersive
technologies help with the different learning styles;
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• which industries are seeing the biggest adoption of immersive training;
• challenges and limitations of VR or AR/MR into a training system;
• what can immersive technology not be good for;
• what can be the broader benefits of XR in the short- and long-term perspective;
• what can be “dark” side of VR/AR/XR in education (first of all – cybersickness,

individual response to the new type of activity);
• what is psychophysiological response of a human to focused cognitive work with

digital units/gadgets?

Professional development of todays’ teachers should foresee this side of teaching,
first of all, in digital learning environment [5], accounting systemic-structural concept
to understand peculiar properties of learning activity [6] and as a systemic activity, in
general [7], including nowadays’ requirement of learning in lifespan [8]. Special
attention is paid to electronic devices in education [9] and influence of VR tools for this
[10].

Purpose. To study cognitive ergonomic reasons of ineffective cognitive activity in
digital environment or emergence of cybersickness in it.

2 Method

The cybersickness has been modeling in experimental study of cognitive activity with
measuring of its psychophysiological response to a human focused (with high moti-
vation and without external disturbances) cognitive test performance with and without
time pressure, as in research [11]. In addition, the technique included measurement of
electropuncture diagnostics’ indices (EPD) by Nakatani (24 regular points and 3 stress’
points), as well measurement of lipid metabolism using sweat collection before and
after the test session for each subject [12].

Subjects: 28 males of 18–40 year old.
The experiments differed by the test (permutation of random non-repeating digits

from 0 to 9 in ascending order) workload: training E1 (60 min); E5 - free rate (“«auto-
pace”), and E6 - fixed rate calculated as average by results of the appropriate test
performance in E1.

As indices of physiological “cost” of activity and the human state we registered a
heart rate HR and blood pressure (systolic ADs, diastolic ADd) by means of the cardio-
monitor “Solveig”. The indices HR, ADs and ADd we registered during 10 min prior
to the tests beginning (index “0”) and 10 min after finishing (relaxation), as well as
every 20 min during the test activity [11]. Analysis of stress (time and focused cog-
nitive activity) has been carried out for two experiments by physiological indices.

3 Discussion of Results

Many researchers studying advantages and draw-backs of VR pay attention to the
related sickness of body movement and posture that are inhabit for normal human
activity. But at the same time, the human brain can suffer from intensive immersed
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activity much more, because its work is supported by physiological regulation, and its
overloading can lead to unnecessary stress. Repetitive stress, even at the acceptable
level, can lead to the cumulative effect, loss of a human psychophysiological resistance.
The human activity in VR is an immersive activity, by its nature. Therefore, a work in
digital environment (with digital tools) can be a model of the controlled human per-
formance to study some external and internal influences.

In our research, we compared two conditions of the subject’s cognitive task per-
formance: with and without time pressure, with high motivation.

It was revealed that tension of physiological regulation (myocardial tension index
after R. Baevsky) is higher in conditions of time pressure (Fig. 1), having fluctuation
over time of the experiment (3 h). In other words, it can be a marker of the relative
stable performance. At the same time, a new question has aroused: what is the “cost” of
such a stable regulation of myocardium?

Analysis of the stress level by EDP indicators demonstrated its high changes from
the beginning to the end of each experiment: values in three acupuncture points could
increase up to two times, especially in the experiments with time pressure, but in
different directions in all subjects. This means that focused cognitive activity even of
medium level is accompanied by some stress response from the physiological
regulation.

The data from the analysis of the lipid metabolism have shown adverse changes in
low-density lipid levels, what can be preliminary sickness indicator in conditions of
regular repetitive workload of such a nature.

We believe that VR is the brightest manifestation of the immersive environment for
education/training, and has some specific features in comparison with more traditional
digital devices including computers. A learner is considered as a type of operator (in
ergonomic context), namely operator-researcher, and it is reasonable to analyze the
psychophysiological mechanisms of the cognitive activity, when the object of activity
(mental) is not external in relation to the human, but internal one. The model of the
cognitive work developed by the authors can be specified for the case of VR, where
activation of the sensory inputs (Fig. 2, red-line loop) happen not so from the outer
environment, as from the Virtual Act Program without activating the Act Program
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Fig. 1. An example of the myocardial tension index changes over the time of experiments (one
subject). Note: E4, E5 – see chapter “Method”
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mechanism. This model can explain, why such regulation can deplete and imbalance
the body: Act Program works in coordination with the Act Acceptor and Substratum
needed for the normal life and activity. But lack of the signals from the Act Program
cannot activate the general feedback from activity, only simulating it at the neuro-
logical level.

The analysis of data known and received in our study allows considering some
specific features of VR:

• If in the real world the user interacts with the digital world through a “window”
(computers, tablets and mobile gadgets) observing what is happening “from the
outside”, “immersion” is the condition in which the user loses awareness of the facts
actually occurring in an artificial world.

• If in the real world the user involves almost only vision (other sensors are not
involved or they supply non-observational information), in “immersion”, the user
experiences the virtual world with involved his/her senses and is able to interact
with the virtual environment.

• Sensory useful (target) load approaches 100% and requires 100% attention and
concentration, regardless of the significance of the task. Sensory “hunger” (with
monotonous operator activity) can be replaced by sensory exhaustion.

• According to our experimental and theoretical results, authors proposed to focus
next study on:

• assessment of the physiological “cost” of the use of immersive environment for
adults (military) and students (high school children and university students as future
military),

Fig. 2. Theoretical scheme of the functional system of learning activity in VR, where regulation
was divided into two contours – information and energetic ones. The third (cognitive) contour is
associated with the “internal” activity (modified from [13])
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• assessment and prediction of a human ability to work in VR without negative
consequences, optimization of work in VR using HF/E findings and adaptive
optimization.

We have to make some notes in relation cybersickness and simulators: cognitive
test performance in our research is not the same as simulators as such [14, 15], because
it was real cognitive work, but with some simplifications. We believe our results could
be applied for VR objects with some specifications and accounting new VR tools [f.e.,
16].

4 Conclusion

This paper describes theory (systemic structural model) of learning activity in the
virtual reality, as well as demonstrates (on experimental data) in psychophysiological
regulation of the cognitive activity in VR. Understanding of these changes can be used
for learning improvement using VR environment regards the interrelationship between
the structure and self-regulation of learning activity, avoiding potential cybersickness.
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